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 Forward propagate and Back propagation

 Easy Example by tensorflow

 Homework



Gradient descent

 Neural network have many neural node 

 Each neural node have its own weight and bias to compute its output

 Neural network output and Label(real answer) compute Loss function 

 Know how far between output and Label(real answer) by Loss function

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_neural_network



 Cost function is computed by output and real answer

 Output is computed by weight and bias 

 Cost function is structured by weight and bias



direction of the negative gradient 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gradient_descen

Loss function
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Forward propagate and back propagation

 Forward propagate: know neural network behaving and get the neural 
networks output

 Back propagation : derivative of error(Loss function) ,update weights to 
minima for error value

forward propagate

Back propagation 



Easy example by tensorflow

 3 x [1,3] input , 3 x [1] real answer

 hidden layer_1 have 3 input and 2 output

 hidden layer_2 have 2 input and 1 output

 Activation function : sigmoid

 loss function : Mean squared error

 Optimizer : Gradient Descent



Prepare data



Prepare input



Prepare hidden layer



Prepare loss function



Prepare optimizer



Prepare How to train



Prepare session to start train 





Homework



Data.txt



Answer.txt



 Any number hidden layer you want

 Activation function : Anything you wanted

 loss function : Anything you wanted

 Optimizer : Anything you wanted

 Need demo



grade

 0.005 : 1

 0.001 : 2

 0.0003 : 3

 0.0006 : 4

 Use add layer function  :  +1
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